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Abstract. In [1] it is proved that a k-generator metabelian group with G/G'

cyclic can be generated by k conjugates of a single element, and the problem

was left over as to whether this is true for soluble groups in general. This paper

provides counterexamples of Fitting length 3, as well as proving that the result

of [1] is true whenever all subgroups of G' are subnormal.

We begin with the results mentioned in the abstract.

Theorem. Let G be a group with G/G' cyclic and d(G) = k, and suppose that

every subgroup of G' is subnormal. Then G is generated by k conjugates of

every element generating G modulo G'.

Proof. Set G = (a,G'). Tietze transformations bring G to the form G =

(a,xl, ... ,xk_x) with x¡ in G' for each i. Consider the subgroup K =

(a,[a,xx], ... ,[a,xk_x]). The metabelian argument in [1] shows that G =

KG" , so that G' = K'G" . But K' is subnormal in G', and thus G' = K' by

Lemma 5 of [2]. Then G = K and G = (a,aXx, ... ,aXk~'), as required. Note

that the theorem holds when G1 is nilpotent, and thus when G is supersoluble.

Next, we construct our counterexamples. Let p and r be primes, not neces-

sarily different; and let q be a prime dividing r* - 1 but not r — 1. In this case

q - 1 is a multiple of p , so that there is a non-abelian group H of order pq .

Let A be a faithful irreducible //-module over the field F of order r. The

automorphism group of the //-module A is isomorphic to the multiplicative

group of F.

Let B be the direct product of p copies of A and D be the direct product

of p - 1 copies of A . We shall need the two semidirect products G = BH and

K = DH ; G is the required counterexample.

Lemma 1.  d(G) = 1.
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Proof. Let v be a generator of the //-module B , and set H = (x ,y), with x

of order p, y of order q, and yx = ym . Then (jtv , y) = (xu , y, w ~ x~ yx) =

(xv ,y ,v~lymv) = (xv ,y ,[ym ,v]) = (xv,y,v) = (x,y,v) = G; the fourth

equality comes from the fact that y operates fixed-point freely on B .

Lemma 2. K cannot be generated by two elements of order p .

Proof. Since K/D is non-cyclic, every pair of generators for K consists of

elements outside D. It suffices to look at groups W = (x, xyd) with x and

y as in Lemma 1, and d in D. Since (xyd)p = 1 and xy operates fixed-

point freely on D, we find that d = [xy,w] for some w in D, so that

W = (x ,w~ xyw).

Recall that D is a direct product of p - 1 copies of the faithful irreducible

//-module A , and that every isomorphism will map the intersection of one of

the direct factors with CD(x) onto the corresponding intersection. The same

goes for CD(xy), and there is a complement C of CD(x)CD(xy) in D with

the same property. Thus w can be written uniquely as w = abc, with c in

C, a in CD(x) and b in CD(xy). Now

aWa~  = (axa~ ,c~ b~ xybc) = (x,c~ xyc) ç (x,y,c).

Since the intersection of C with each of the direct factors of D has order

r"~ , c cannot generate D as //-module. Thus a\Va~x is not #, nor is W,

and this completes the proof.

Proposition 3. G cannot be generated by two conjugate elements.

Proof. Since K is a quotient of G, we see immediately that G cannot be

generated by two elements of order p. If G = (z, h~ zh), then z must be

of order pr. But then zp = a would centralize z, and G ¡(a) = K would

be generated by two elements of order p . This contradicts Lemma 2, and the

argument is complete.
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